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Schoeller and Coward have raised some interesting points for discussion with respect to our work on affordable measurement of human energy expenditure using reduced dose doubly labelled water.
1 Although these authors have proposed a standard dose for the isotopes as a function of estimated total body water, they should be aware that many investigators have based these same dosages relative to body weight 2-4 and for those schedules our proposal does indeed represent a 10-fold dosage reduction for the more expensive
18
O isotope. We are familiar with the theoretical predictions for coefficient of variation based on propagation of error analysis. However, we must disagree with their comment that we have shown a precision of 9.3% since no replicated low-dose measurements were performed. This was a proof of concept study, with necessarily limited number of individuals using descriptive and comparative data supported by correlation analysis. We have acknowledged the need for additional work to confirm the precision and accuracy of our dosage and analytical proposals, which will allow a rational interpretation of the impact on sample size estimation (and cost implications) for future studies. The fundamental importance of stability of background isotope enrichment is not disputed, and was sufficient under the conditions of our study not to impair the quality of data acquisition.
